
GAMES FOR WRITING A PARAGRAPH

These classroom activities are designed to complement the Writing a Paragraph topic on BrainPOP Jr. Hook-On
Sentences Split the class into groups of four.

Debating Game This interactive debating game lets you debate against someone arguing from the opposite
point of view on a number of different subjects. And, it really works. This will provide them an opportunity to
see how their writing has improved from the beginning of the year. Many of these games will run on mobile
devices with the VocabularySpellingCity App. It's easy and fun. Premium games and automated student
record keeping are available to Premium Members. Win customers with a great advertising campaign and
enjoy this free game for kids. Using personal knowledge and their new-found skills, even timid writers are
able to compose an eight-sentence paragraph containing appropriate details. It all starts with this
cut-and-paste, hands-on activity. Teaching spelling and vocabulary is easy with VocabularySpellingCity!
Design brochures, leaflets and invitations that impact and attract the reader with effective use of titles, pictures
and words. Finally, students learn how to apply these same skills to narrative and opinion persuasive writing.
A great graphic organizer for paragraph writing is the paragraph burger. Invite students to share their writing
with the class and offer words of encouragement. I've taught writing for over two decades. Letter Writing This
interactive activity is a great way for kids to learn how to write a letter. Hook-On Sentences Split the class into
groups of four. The student can pass the paragraph to the next student who will add another supporting detail,
and so on. Have fun and enjoy the interactive challenges this online game offers. Together as a class, choose a
topic to write about. Students can take final or practice spelling and vocabulary tests right on this engaging
site. How many of the challenges can you complete? This product relates to the following CCSS standard s.
Advertising Activity Have fun learning about different forms of advertising with this interactive activity for
kids. A graphic organizer is a tool that can help students to organize their thoughts, make sure they have all the
information they need, and present the information in a way that makes sense.


